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Abstract 

We construct a multi-country Schumpeterian growth model in which technological change 
can occur either through research and development or through implementation. R&D 
requires a threshold level of human capital that depends on the technological frontier. Even 
in a world economy fully open to capital flows, non-trivial dynamics in human capital and 
technology exist, generating several distinct convergence clubs. Countries with human 
capital below some endogenous implementation threshold will stagnate. Countries with 
human capital above the R&D threshold will innovate and tend to a steady state with 
growth occurring at the rate of expansion of the global technological frontier. Countries in 
between wi1l grow at the same rate but at a lower level of income, developing through 
technological implementation. These dynamics explain how the scientific revolution 
triggering modem economic growth led to the emergence of large income inequalities 
between countries. Once a leading economy introduces the institutions supporting science, 
lagging economies have only a finite window of opportunity in which to do so, after which 
they will remain trapped away from R&D. The model also explains how more recent 
episodes of miracJe growth, or of growlh slowdowns involving whole groups of countries, 
are possible. 

Resumen 

Construimos un modelo Schumpeteriano de crecimiento con multiples paises en el que el 
cambio tecnologico puede ocurrir ya sea a traves de la investigaci6n y desarrollo (I y D) 6 
de la implementaci6n. Suponemos que la I y D requiere un umbra} de capital humano quc 
depende de la frontera tecnol6gica. Mostramos que aun en una economia mundial abierta a 
los flujos de capital, existen dinamicas no triviales en capital humano y tecnologia, que 
generan varios clubes de convcrgencia. Los paises con capital humano por debajo de un 
umbral cnd6geno de implementaci6n se estancanin. Los paises cuyo capital humano se 
encuentre arriba del umbra! de I y D inovaran y tenderan a un estado estable con 
crecimiento dado por la tasa de expansion de la frontera tecnol6gica mundiaL Los paises 
intermedios creceran a la misma tasa pero a un nivel de ingreso menor, desarrollandose a 
traves de la implementaei6n tecnologica. Esta dinamica expJica como la revoluci6n 
cientifica que desencaden6 el crecimiento econ6mico moderno llev6 tambien al 
surgimiento de grandes dcsigualdades de ingreso entre los paises. lmplica que una vez que 
un pais en la vanguardia introduce las instituciones que sostienen la ciencia, las economias 
seguidoras contaran con una ventana de oportunidad finita para introducirlas a su vez, 
despues de la cual pennancceran atrapadas sin la posibilidad de realizar I y D. El modelo 
tarnbien explica porque son posibles tanto los episodios de crecimiento milagroso, como 
episodios en los que grupos enteros de paises sufren un freno al crecimiento. 
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I. Introduction 

A growing body of recent empiric.al studies findi-., that the large income differcnc.e:,; between 

countries are due rnu::itly to differcn('.ei, in productivity {Knight, Loay~a and Villanueva, 19~!;1: 

fa1am, 19HG; Caselli, Esquivel and Lefort, Hl96; Hall and Jones, 199!-J; Kienow and R.odrigucz

Clare, 1!)97; Easterly and Levine, 2000). Difference::. in capital accumulation invoked by 

the neoclassical growth models predicting convergence phiy a secondary role compared tn 

differences in productivity. 

Related studies on the cross-country distribution of income find features that m~y in

dicate the presence of m11ltiple equilibria. in income dynamics and give rii-.,e to the concept 

of convergence clubs (Baurnol, 1!:)86). Qnah (199:~, 1997) finds evidence of emerging twin

peal{.., iu the cro:s::;-country distribution of income. Kremer, Onatski and Stock (2001) find 

that n single-peaked distribution may emerge after a prolonged transition. 1-foyer (20111) 

finds twin peaks in the distribution of li[e expcdancy using the avc:ti.lable data since 1962, 

also tending to disappear in a prolonged transition, during which the twin pea,ki-., may be a 

dynamically invarinnt feature. Acemog!u, Johnson anrl Robinson (2000) give evidence that 

the current distribution of income has ~mbstnntive long-term determinant8, being corre1ated 

with mortality data from the colonial era. 1:-eyrer (2000) finds that although the &,tribu

tion of output per capita is single-peaked, aud the di:stribution of hmnan capital is almost 

flat, the <listributiou of the productivity r('A9idual is increasingly twin-peaked, c:alling for a 

technological explauation of cross country income <lisparitif>A'3 and dynamics. 

The purpose of this paper is to propose a model of economic growth with en<logenolL', 

technological change that 1) implies the existence of convergence clubs characterized hy 

research and developnlfmt (R&D), technological implementation and stagnation, 2) explains 

t.he appearance aud pcniistence ol' income disparities since the onset of modern economic 

growth, a.ud 3) ex.plains the possibility of economic 'mirn.des' leading some countries to 

development: and of economic slowdU\vns that can cause whole group::; of countries tn loose 
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whole decades to economic growth. The theory i::; built on the multi-country model of Howitt. 

(2000), which in turn is an extension of the Aghion-Howitt (1992, 1998) model of gTO\:vth 

through creative destruction. It departs from Howiit's earlier paper in recognizing that 

even though only a handful of countries perform leading-edge R&D, nonetheless most other 

countric.9 are involved in a continual process of t.echnological chanp;e that is coRtly and hinges 

on human capital levels. 

We recognize these factB by <listingnishing two types of techuological change or innova

tion: R.&D and le.chnological irnplemcnt.ation, t.he proce.s::; through which idcAs, method::; and 

blueprints mo~tly developed in the leading countries are adapted so fili to he successfully 

incorporated in a different economic, geographic and socio-cultural cnvironme11t. We con

ceptualize implementation as a process that involve::; exploration and inquiry, as does R&D, 

but less sy:stematically an<l closer to the production process itself. R&D, by contrast, draws 

more heavily on scientific knowledge and its institutions. Implementation takes advantage 

uf ideas that already exist, but is lc..;;s effective at producing new knowledge. Graduating 

from implementation to innovation requires surpassing a threshold level of human capital 

that increa.sc.R with the deman<l8 of new, ever cldvancing, leading technologies. As technol

ogy advancc.8, human capital must follow a process of catching up to continue to be effective 

for R&D. The dynamic characterization of the interrelationship between R&D and implr,

mentation implies the existence of multiple steady states. These co1Tespond to convergence 

club:,; of countries that 1) innovate using R&D, 2) are trapped innovating through imple

nrnntation, on parn.llel growth paths at lower income levchi, or 3) are trapped in low growth, 

stagnating steady states. 'L'he few countries managing to shift from implernentA.tion to iu

novation experience transition peifods of 'miracle' growth, while increa.'3e.s in the diffi.r.ulty 

of implementation, that mulct for instance accompany the introduction of general purpo:se 

technologies by the leading economies, may lead to slowdowns in implementing cuuntrie.~. 

The ern of modern economic growth is triggered by what we shall call, for ~implicity, 
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the scientiiic revolution, which can be considered a more el1icient technology of innovation. 

Before the appearance of the cultme and institutiom; of sdentific knowledge, technological 

change took the form of a pragnrn.tic creativity that we have loosely charac.t.erized, once in 

the presence of a flourishing science, as tedrnologica.l implementation. Our model explains 

-how the scientific revolution can lead to the emergence of large income disparities. We show 

that once Lhe scientific revolution initiating modern economic growth takes hold in one or 

Reveral leading ecoaomies, other ec.ouomics have a finite window of opportunity in which to 

adopt the necessary institutions for R&D to become viable, fl.Ud therefore to join the leading 

club. Failure in thii:; process of catching up, which occurred in most countries as the scientific 

revolution gained momentum, results in the loss o( the capability to do R&D. The human 

capital aud technological levels that can he obtained by economics whose growth is based 

on technological implementation may be insufficient to reach the advancing threshokl Lhat is 

necessary for R&D to be viable. Conseqm~ntly, most countrie8 were trapped in technological 

implementation or stagnation, unable to do R&D1 and large, long-term income disparities 

emerged. 

All of these results hold even in a world economy open to physical capital flows with 

mobile human capital. This has important policy implications for development. Although 

macroeconomic stability and openness to investment and trade, the mainstays of current 

development policy, may promote economic growth, much more attention must be paid to 

promoting technological change and to investing in the human capital that can effectively 

carry it through. At an average rate of growth of 2%, only 3:1 countries lagged le8S than 50 

years behind the U.S. in l!-)951 while the bottom 73 countries iu the World Dank data bai:;e 

were more than a c-e.utury heh.ind. Perhaps the appropriate human capital and technological 

policies can produce uot just. parallel e~onomic growth and poverty alleviation hut economic 

miracles? 

Our model is coui:;istcnt with the empirical facts. Specifically, we :,;hall show below in 
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detail that it j:,; consisLent with the dynamical foatures of the cross-country disLribution 

of income observed by Feyrcr (2000). In contrast, as Feyrer notes, models constructing 

development traps bnsed on m11lliple equilibria in physical capital accumulation (such a.c, 

Hecker, Murphy and Tamura, 1990; Galor A.nd \Veil, 1996; Bed<:er and Barro, 1989; Murphy, 

Shleifcr aud Vishny, 1989) or in hmuan capital accumulation (i:mch as Azariadis and Dra.zen, 

1990; Benabou, 1996; Durlauf, Ul93, 1996; Galor and Zeira, 1993; Galor an<l Tsiddon, 1997; 

Tsiddou, 19!J2) are inconsistent with these observations. 

Onr model also give.s an alternative explanation for the results obtained by Acemoglu, 

Johnson and R.ohinson (2000). In their study, a mortality variable constructed for the colonial 

era serves as an instrument for modern im;titutioual indicators, explaining a substantial 

proporLion of modern differences in income. The authors argue that early mortality was 

among'l:lt the determinants of the characteristics of colonial states, ranging from extractive 

states to "Neo-Europes" (Crosby, 198£-i) and that these early institutions ant their current 

deeendants ( rus measmed by their regard to property right!:i and cl1ecks against government 

power), have slowed economic growth. We woukl take the view that the economics of such 

long-term institutional persistence, and of its effects on <levelopment, remain to bo explained. 

Our model yields aJ1 alternative interpretation of their results. Colonial mortality can be 

expected to be correlated with the country-specific institutions determining the equilibrium 

growth trajectory taken by each country, through it!:i effects on the 1:,avings rate and on 

the incentives to innovation. The long-term character of the.9e trajectories results from the 

human capital and technolog_y dynamics we model. Finally, the different types of trajectories 

are in turn correlated with institutional quality in po::;sibly mutually reinforcing ways, uuth 

then and now. Thus colonial mortality serves as a predictor of the type of long-term growth 

path that each country hAs been on, as measured by current institutional quality, while our 

model explains why relative economic conditions at a globnl level hAve persisted sinr.e the 

c.olonial era. 
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Modclliug technolop;ical change as a fiow of knowledge requiring the presence of human 

capital is iu effect a.n alternative to the Lucas (1988) two-sector model, that dearly distin

guishes the dual role of human capital as knowledge for productiou and fls :specific Lraincd 

labor. Physical capital, moving more eR.~ily, will flow to where human capita.I is found, and 

this in turn will only accumulate jointly with technological capabilities. 

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In the first section we sei up a model 

of economic growth containing only human <:apital and technology and explain the relations 

of production, how innovation takes place, and the interconnection of economies through 

the transfer of ideas. In the second section we show how the scientific revolution can lead 

to au incren..-ie in incqnality between countries. We first assume that, as in Solow (HJGO), 

the economy invests a fixed proportion of income. We work out the behavior of a closed 

economy in which R&D first emtirges, and then show that 1) there is only a finite window 

of opportunity during which an identical closed economy can become an R.&D innovator by 

putting into place the institutions supporting science, 2) that if science appears simultane

ously in all countries, then differences in productivity factors external to the private sector 

may imply that more productive economies will join the R&D club while less productive 

c.;ountries will become trapped in the implementation equilibrium. We alc;o ishow under what 

conditions stagnation can result instead. Next we show that these results do not dtipend on 

the immobility of human capital. They continue to hold when human capital i:s mobile in 

the global economy. There is a limit to the number of countries that can engage in R&D, 

and the growth of one set of countries can throw another into a lower tiquilihrium. In the 

third :section we apply the model to the present day scenario. First we extend the model 

to indude phyisical capital, and ::;how that opcnnesr:; will not make the convergence clubs 

diBappear, although it will make the attainment of higher equilibria by countries receiving 

inflows of capital ea.c;ier. Then we discuss the relation of this extended model, which predicts 

that most of the observed differences in levels of int:ome a.rise from differences in technology, 
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with the empirical studies mentioned above. Next we set out the full set of equations for 

the world economy an<l discuss convergence in light of the model. Finally, we explrun how 

change8 in the comparative productivity of implfm1entation and R&D, as well as changes 

in the threshold levels of human capital necessary for R&D, that may occnr as a result of 

the continual transit or the leading edge through different kinds of U•chnologiet-:>, may lead to 

modern day windows of opportunity for development, or alternatively to slowdowns :span

ning whole groups of countries. In Appendix 1 we consider Ramsey agents whose :=.a.ving 

behavior is given by inLertemporal optimization. \\Then households do not internalize the 

gain::, of innovation, the basic qualitative results obtained before carry through. Appendix 2 

contains all proofs. 

II. Economic Growth - the Model 

We begin by extending the multi-country model of Howitt (2000) to include H&D anr:1 

technological implementation. Implementation involves exploration and inquiry hut is less 

systematic an<l closer to the production proces8. R&D draws more heavily on scientific knowl

edge ru1d its institutions. Implementation uses ideas that already exist, Lut is lesi:; effective 

at producing new knowledge. Technologica.l transfors occur for both kinds of innovation. 

vVe include human capital in the mo<lel: because it is a <leterminant of the technology of 

innovation. However, for simplicity we a.b:stract from physical capita.I for the present. 

A. Production Relations 

Consider a Ringle country in a world economy with m different countries. There is one 

final goo<l, produced under perfect competition by labor and a continuum of intermediate 

products, according to the productiou function: 

(1) 
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where}~ is the country's groi:;s output aL <late t, l,t is the flow of labor used in product.ion, Nt 

measures the number of different intermediate products available in the world, Xt (i) is the 

flow output of intermediate product i <= [O, Ntl, At ('i) is a productivity para.meter attadted to 

the latest version of intermediate produd ·i, and F (·) is a i:;ruooth, c.ow.:ave, r.nrIBtant-returns 

pro<luction function. For simplicity attention is restricted tu the Coub-Dougla.<s case; 

(2) 

where, IP ii; a country-speci1ic prod11ctivity factor external to the private sedor. 

To focus on technology transfer 8.'S the main connection between countries, 11,c;:,ume thnt 

there is no international trade in goods or factors. EA.ch intermediate product is :,pedfic to 

the country in which it is l.L':ied and produced although, as we shall sec, the idea for how to 

produce it generally originates in other c01mLries. 

A-:.8ume that the population of all countries, which is identical to the labor supply, grow~ 

nt a constant rate gr,. For simplicity we assume that the number of products gTOws flS a 

result of seren<lipitous imitation at the world level, not deliueratc innovation.1 However, 

intermediate goods are introducl:ld into µroduction with A. productivity parameter from a 

randomly chosen existing product withiu the country. Each person ha!> the same propen:sity 

Lo imitate ( > 0. Thus the aggTegate tlow of new produds is: 

The number of workers per product Lt/ N,. thus converges monotonically to the cmIBtant: 

(L) f. = giJ(. 

Asi:.umc that this convergence has already occurred, so t.hat Lt = f.Nt for all l. 

The form of the production function (1) cmiures that growth in product variety doei:. not 

affect aggregate productivity. This Ru<l the foct that population growth induces product 
1 Howitt (1999) ueriw>E a clooed-P-conom.y model with the same ba.<iic stru~ture but in which the horizontal 

innovations creat.ing new products !!.re motivated by the !ill.me profiL-H~king ohje<tives as vP-rtica.l quality
improving innovations. 
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pruliferntinu guarantees that the model does not exhibit the sort of scale effect that Jones 

(1995) argues is contradicted by postwar trends in R&D ::ipending and productivity. That 

is, a bigger population will not. liy itself raise the incentive to innovate by raising the size 

of market that can he captured l.Jy an innovator, because each innovation is restricted to a 

single intermediate product, and the number of buyers per intermcrliate product docs uot 

incrrn~se with th~ i:;ize of populatin11. 

Final output can be u!:ied intercliangca.bly as a consumption or capital good, or o.e; an 

input to R&D. Each intermediate product is produced using human capital, according to 

the production function: 

(3) 

where H1 ('i) is the input of capital in sector i. Division uy At (i) in (3) indicates that suc

cessive vintages of the intermediate product Rre produced by increW:lingly (human-) capitol

intensive techniques.2 

Innovations are targeted at specific intermediate productA. Each innovation creates an 

improved version of the existing product, which allows the innovator to replace the in

cumbent monopolist until the next innovation in that sector.3 The incumbent monopolist 

of each product operatei:; ·with a price ::ichedulc given by the marginal prod11ct: Pt (i) = 

At ('i) {31I! (xt (i) /€)'1-
1 and a r.ost function equal tu (rt+ b) At (i) W:1:t (i), where rt is the 

rnJe of return of human capital and 8 is the .fixed rate of depreciation. 

Since each intermediate firm's marginal revenue and marginal cost schedules arc prupor

Lional to At(i)W, and sinr.e Iirms differ only in their value of A 1 (i)'l', they all cho08e to 

supply the !:iame quantity of intermediate product: Xt = :r.1 (i) for ail i. Putting this common 

lluantity into (3), and assuming that the total demand for capital equals the given supply 

2 UndP.r the Cohh--Dougll:l.':l tP.chnoio)l..y (2) this ha" no sub.:;it.antive imµlir.a.tions. 
:i No iuuovations lil'fl done b_y inr.umbcut.s hecausc uf the Arrow- or replacement-dfoct. (Sec A14hion and 

Howitt, 19!)2). 
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}ft, yielcls: 

(4) 

where ht is the human capital stodc per "effective worker" Ilc/AtLt, and A1 is th1c average 

productivity panuneter acros.s all scdors.1 

Substituting from (4) into (1) and (2) shows that output per effective worker is given by 

a familiar Cobb-Dou1?;las fimction of capital per effective worker: 

Substitntiug from (4) into the :standard profit-rna.ximizat,ion condition of each intermediate 

firm, and W:,ing the above definition of J (·), yields the equilibrium rate of return: 

(n) 

and shows that each local monopolist will earn a How of profits proportional lo its produc

Livity parameter At (i), namely: 

B. Innovation 

Innovation result from domestic rcsf',arch and de·uelopment and from implementation that 

11se technological knowledge r.oming from all over the world. That is, at any date there is a 

world-widfl "leading-edge technology pro-a.meter:" 

where the j subsc.ript denote:; a variable spcci1i<.: to country j. Ea<.:h innovation in sector 

·i of a country at date t ref.lults in a new generation of that co1111try's iLh product., whose 

productivity parameter equals5 Af1ax. 

4Frorn (3), the definition of A1 au<l the ad<ling-up condition, K1 = ./~iv-, A1 ('i) x,di = N1Atx1. Equation 
(4) follows from lhiR hy the definitions uf k1 and e. 

5'fl1us when sect.or i innovate::i, t.he proportional iuerease in .1t (i) will depend on how long it ha,;; been 
since the In.st innovatioa in ~ector 'i. The alternative assumµtion, usctl by Aghiou and Howitt (l Y92) aml liene 
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Assume that t.he Poisson arrival rat.e <l>t of hmovatiorts in each sector is: 

1->,. ;:.. >..,.nt, 

where At is the productivity of innovation activities, and n,. is the productivity-adjustP.d 

quantity of final output d1:woted to iunovation in each sector; i.e. innovation expenditure 

per intermediate product, divided hy Afax. The division by 11yiax talccs into account the 

force of increasing complexity; as technology advances, the resource cost nf further advances 

incrca.<;es proportionally.13 

Le(. ilt = Htf LtAf""' be the per capita level of human capital compared to the leading 

edge technological level Afa,,c. ht me:::isurcs the level of human capital in comparison to the 

leading edge technological level; we thus refer to it AS innovat·iun-effcr.tfoe human capital. 

The t.edmology uf innovation is described by the function ,\t = >.(ht) given by 

(6) 

Above the innovation-effective human capital threshold level hcrit., innovation occurs through 

reisearch an<l development. Below the threshold level hc,.;1., innovation occurs by technological 

implementation, which is lc.98 productive. 

Suppose that expenditure'3 on innovation are subsidize<l at the proportional rate 1/,1 < l. 

The subsidy rate 'if, is a proxy for all distortions and policies that impinge directly on the 

incentive to innovate. It can be negative, in which ca.9e the distortions an<l policies favoring 

innovation arc outweighe<l by those <liscournging it. 

M. Gro..'lsman ru1<l Helpmau (HJ91), to the effect lhat. the pruportiono.l increase in A1 (i) is a fixed consL1mt, 
neglects the effect of !!pillovcrs <:oming from innovaLions in other sectors ou the quality of au innovation. 

fiThus i,he model cmhodies the "diminishing opportunities" hypothesis of Kortum (1997). As explained 
iu Howitt (1999), the mudel is also consistent with Kortum'!! observation of a declining rn.Le of patenting per 
H.&D ::;cientist/cu.i,r;ineer, bcc1:1use we mt1.y int.erprcL the incrcruie in scienLi::1t!-I ii.nd cu,11;im~ers as w1 increase in 
thP- (huma.u) c.apito.l iup11t to R&D. 

11 
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The analogue to the Dc1huan equations of Aghion and HO\vitt. (1992) Rre:7 

(7) 

The discount rate applied in (7) is the rate of interest plus the rnte of creative destrnction 

<Pt; the latter is the iu:;tantaneous flow probability of being displace<l by an i1.1novatio11. We 

asimme that investment in innovation can be financed from the coJLsumption stream at the 

prevailing interest rate Tt given by the net return on human capital. 

The rn.ual arbitrage condition governing the levd of innovation is that the net marginal 

cost of innovation (1 - 'ljJ) be less than or equal the marginal effect >..tf Afa.x of innovation on 

the arrival rate times the expected discounted value of the flow of profits that a successful 

innovator will earn. If the value of innovations is too low, rtli:,earch will not occur. Thus the 

normal Kuhn Tucker conditions arc: 

(8) 1 - 'I/; ~ At Vt, nt ~ 0 ( one equality JTIUJ:,t hold). 

However, when analyzing dynamic paths we must also consider what happens when the 

productivity-adju:::;ted value Vt rises above the ntlt marginal cost. This will happen if a future 

decrease in innovation-efiectivc human capital he is expected that will make R&D impossible. 

To deal with Lhis case we assume that the maximum amount of rnimurces that can he 

dire<..:ted to innovation are S/Yt, wtwre s1 is 8ome saving rate directed towards innovation and 

y,_ = Y,,/AtLt is domestic income per effective worker. Thus the complete research arbitrage 

condition can be expressed as: 

{ 

nt = 0 
nt E [O, B1Y1.] 

nt = sry,. 

When an interior solution to n 1 exists and the tP.Chnology of innovation ,\t remains fixed, 

1 - 4, . 
Vt'-" ~,Vt= 0, 

7Thi::i formulation ::issumcs that the previous incumbent is unii.ble to re-cuter once it stops producing. That 
is why a .:.ucr.e.s,;ful iunova.tor cau ignore potential competition from previous innovators in the same product. 
Howitt and Aghion (1098, Appendix) show that the. altcmativc case in which the previous inr.umbcnt iH free 
to reenter pro<lucf'S the stune steady-l:ltate comp!IIative-stnlics results in a re!atcJ dosed-economy model. 
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anrl the Pois8ou arrival rate is 

where we have n:'sed equations (L), and 

axe the country-specific parameters~. We note that the func.t.iun </; satisfies 

This innovation arriv-dl rate is invariant tu the gloual productivity parameter A~ax because 

both the cost and the reward to innovation am proportional to Ata.x. An increase in the 

capital intensity h inducf'.<:; more innovation by raising its reward, which is proportional to 

aggregate output, and diminishing returns to investment agaiirnt which innovatiorrn must 

compete. 

l11 general, the Poisson rate of irmovation ,;,,. depends on the current value of innovation 

v,. R.s follows: 

(11) 
0 if At Vt < 1 - ''P 

q, (>-t, ht) if >-tv,. = 1 - 1/; 
>-tS1Y,.(ht) if AtVt > l - 1/1 

(where we have suppre:s8ed the country-!=ipedfic parameters 8). As we shall sec helow, the 

first and third cases occur only during tran.-,,itions in which the innovation technology usc<l 

by an economy change::; between implementation and innovation, or when humA.n capital is 

tuo low for any kind of innovation to occur. 

C. Productivity Growth and Human Capital Accumulation 

A country's average productivity parameter At grows a~ a result of innoVfl.tions, each of 

which replaces the prl:l-existing productivity po.raml:lter A,. ('i) in a seclor by the worldwi1fo 

x We a:;snme all countries shDJ.·e the same uepreciatiou rate 6, pro<luf'.tion kernel /, imitation rate{, 11.n<l 
innovation technology >.(-) with elru,ticit.y 77 >. ( ·). 

13 
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leading-edge parameter A~ax- The rate of iucreasc in this avera~e equals the 11ow rate of 

innovation ¢1 timei:; the average increase in At ( i) resulting from each innovation. Since 

innovations arc uniformly dii:;tribute<l across all sectors, this means: 

(12) /1• _ ,,;.. (Jlma,c _ A ) 
t - 'f't /. I. • 

If the leading-edge parameter Afa.x were lo remain unchanged then ac.:cording to (l'.l) each 

country's average pro<luc.:tivity level would c.:onvcrge to A""uc, as long a.-; <Pt was positive. But 

if the leading edge is increasing at the proportional rate 9t at each dnt.e t then a. country with 

a higher level of innovation will eventually have an average productivity level that is perma

nently closer to A~11a,c, because a larger fraction of iti:; sectors will have experient.:ed a recent 

innovation embodying the leading-edge technology. In short, more innovative economics will 

be more productive because their intcrrne<liate pro<lucts are generally more up-to-date. It 

will thus turn out that implementation steady statei:; will have a m11ch lower mix of pro<luc

tivity then R&D steady states. 

Let a,1 = Atf A~ax denote the country's average prodncLivity and average level of human 

capital relative to the leading edge. Therefore h,t = Htf Arax Lt = h,ae, because ht = Ht/ Ai Li

lt follows from (12) 1 the definition of 9t, and (11) that: 

(13) 

Here we have incorporated the dependence of the Poisson arrival rate on the technolob'Y of 

innovation, which may be implementation or R&D. 

Assume that the investment rate ( iI + 8H) /Y is a constants; below we shall consider 

the case of Ramsey savers. Thus 

(14) 

Equation (14) is the usual differential equation of neoclassical growth theory, with human 

instead of physical capital, except that rnte of technological progress on the right hand side 

14 
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is now endogeuous. Since this rat.e converge.-s to the world rate 9t in the lun~ run, the steady

state human capital intensity will therefore he identical to that of neocla..::isical growlh theory. 

We note for reference that equation (14) is eauivalent. to 

(15) 

Finally1 the equation for Vt, given by (7) and (11) i::;: 

(16) 

The three differential equations (13) 1 (14) and (Hi) constitute a three-dimensional dynamical 

system governing the behavior of a country's rnlative productivity flt, its human capital ht, 

and the V"d.lue of it::; innovations Vt, which interwnes in determining the rate of innovation. 

Together with initial values a0 , h0 , a transversality condition allowing no lmbblcs iu Vt (so 

that the value of an innov-c:1.tion equals the expected value of the discounted flow or profits 

deriving from it) and the trajectory of world productivity growLh {gt}~, they completely 

characterize the evolution of the oc,0nomy. 

D. Spillovers and Growth of the World Economy 

The growth rate 9t of the world's lenrling-edge technology parameter Afa.i,. is determined 

hy a spillover process that corn,titutes pnrl of the mecl1anism of technology transfer ( the ot.her 

part being the use of Af= hy innovators in every country). That is1 the gloha1 technology 

frontier expands as a result of innovations everywhere, which produce knowledge that feeds 

into n.&D and implementation in other :sectors aud in other cow1tries. 

Since µopulation p;rows in all countries, so does the number of intermediate products Nt, 

Thus the aggregate flow of innovations in a country, N1</>,, growR ~teadily even in a ::iteady 

sLate. Suppose that. as the number of products g,rnws, the marginal contribution of each 

innovation to glohal knowledge falls proportionally, reflecting the increasingly specialized 

15 
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na.lure of the knowledge resulting from the innovation. That is, suppose that:9 

n,. 'Ul, 

(S) - A'111ax/Amax _ ~ ( ;11.r ) N -1. - • "'"' / 9t = t t - L (1 j H jt j1.<;Jjl. =-= 6 (T j<t1jt' 

j=l j=l 

where the spillover cocffidents O"J are all non-negative. ,.u lt is com,istent with lhc notion that 

Il&D i:;; more systematic than implementation to assume that a is larµ;er for R&D than for 

implemeutation.11 

Equation (S), with the substitution t/Jjt =<I>(,\ (hJta.'it), hjt, VJ1.), together with the three 

differential equations (l:~), (11), (Hi) for each country (and the correspondiug initial and 

transversality conditions), constitute a 3m -1- 1 dimensional dynamical system governing the 

world economy. Some fairly complex behavior may arise, especially in cases when transitions 

between the two innovation technologies occur. Thus we shall concentrate nn the particular 

case8 that best illustrate the ma.in qualitative properties arising from this model of world 

growth. The sub!,ection on world growth and convergence below writes down a simpler form 

of the system that holds near a steady state. 

III. Emergence of Inequality with the Scientific Revo
lution 

The emergence of modern economic grm\'th during the inch.u:;trial revolution is closely 

ru,;:sociatcd with the emergence of the scientific way of thought. A new perspective of nature, 

foundc<l on the scientific achievements of a new set of cultural and social institutions, sus

taining ever deeper advances of knowledge, broughL about a new era of tochnologkal change. 
9The marginal contribution ( Uj / NJt) has bccu deflated l,y the number of products in that country, rather 

thau by the number in the world, in or<ler to avoid a technical µrohlem common to all models of Lechnology 
transfer wit.h convergence. That is, deflating by the number in the world woul<l lead to a degenerate stf!ady 
Hta.te in which the only c.ountry with a measurable effect on world technology is the one with the fW:1tcst. 
µopnlation i;i;rowth, since the fraction of world R&D performed in that country will approach unity in Lhe 
ver_y long run. Thus the present model'i. steady :;tate depictli a medium-long run iu which no country's 
populoJion growth has yet overwhelmed the rest of the world. 

10Equation (S) implic:; that incrc8.8ing the number of couutriP.s would inr.rea.se the world growth rate. Tl1i:,j 
prcJiction depend'! critically however ou the l:limplif_ying assumption discus~d in footnote 9. Even if we were 
t.o relax this assumption the world growth i-ate would nut hf! affected hy the si:c:e of world population. 

11 Kortum ( 1997, esp. pp.1100-1) provides an alternative dP.rivation of the relationship between R&D 
intcn::;ity and productivity growth, which iH not consilltent with the proportional form of (S). 
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For our purposes, we ::;hall suppose that until then pro<lut:tivity advances were base<l on n 

pragmatic creativity occurring dose to the production process, with innovation prodnctivity 

J\ 1. Thereafter R&D, an alternative t0,dmology for innow1.tion emerged, intimately linked 

with the scientific revolution and its institutions, with innovation productivity >.2 ~ ..\1 . 

To he viable, however, the new technology requires the preisence or a minimum thre.-shold 

level iicrit of innovation-effective human capital. In its absence, R&D yielding leading-edge 

technological innovation i:s impossible, although the original process of pragmatic creativity 

remains. In the presence of scientilk knowledge and advanced technologies this pragmatic 

proc~s of innovation now takes on the character of technological implementation. 

In the following snb-!:iections we first expain what happens when R&D emerges in a siugle 

closed economy. Then we show that there is only a. finite window of' opportunity in which 

the cultural and social institutions supporting R&D co.n emerge if R&D is to be viable, 

in<lependcntly of the mobility of human capital. 

A. Emergence of R&D in a Closed Economy 

Our first aim is to establish the trajectory followed uy a closed economy when the pos

sibility of n..&D emerges. For simplicity we shall assume that no technological spillovers are 

received from abroad. Thuis we shall suppose that, Min Aghioa and Howitt (1998, ch.3): 

9t = A~"/ Atux = a<P (,\ (h,.o.t) , ht, Vt) . 

The equation for technologicfll change now takes the form 

Let us first obtain the steady state when only a single innovation technology with produc

tivity .\ is available. This will establiish the nature of the equilibrium before the appearance 

of R&D. \Ve shall need two technical assumplions. The first is ihat the saving rnle is not so 
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high that the interest rate will not be positive. 12 Since we are not very intcrcRied in the dy

namics of adjustment when H&D is expected to become impossible, the second assumption 

is that s 1 > ac:~~)t, which simplifies the phase dia.gTam. 

Proposition 1 Single innovation technology. As811.me that ,qome inno-uation to.kes place in 

.,;teady-statc {that is, rp (>., h+) > 0 according to the dt:.jinitiorui below). '/'hen a,. will tend to 

the steady 8f,ate level a" =- (1 + cr)-1
. An increasing function v(h) r:xi~ts, with v(h) = 1

~,1, 

for h gmi/.t:.r than hMin (defined by rp (A, hM1n) = 0), giving the initial value of v for any 

in-itial value of h. Hmnan capital will converye to a value h = h*, and rluring thf. e.quilibrium 

trajectonJ v = v ( h). The steady-state values satisfy 

(17) [ 
MW ] 1~P 1 -1/; 

h" - -------- v~ - --
• - 8+9L+a¢(>.,h•) ' - A • 

Per-capita income y depends po.sit-ively on lhe investment rate s, the productivity ).. of it.~ 

innovation technology, Us R&D .mbsidy ra.te ·t/J, and its fixed prod·uctivity factor w. Fi,qure 1 

.cihows thr: 8ofotion tmje.ctories and steady 1,tate E. 

Since the growth rate is g = a</>(>., h"), the first expression in (17) coincides with the 

neodassical expression. For thG proof of Proposition 1 see section 2.1 of Appendix 2. 

We now examine what happe:ms when, once steady stat8 ha:; been reached, a new technol

og_y of inuovation with productivity .A:.i > >.1 (R&D) become:; available. The path followed 

by the economy will depen<l on the relation of the steady state values h• (>.1) > h• (>.2) with 

the critical value 

h . _ hcrit 
c,-,t -- * 

a 

of human capital that. is necessary for R&D to be possible. 

It tmus out that there exist some chattering equilibria in whic.:h innovation-cffect.ive 

human capital alternates above and below the critical value h,crit. In the chattering equilihria, 

12Sinr.e steady-stR,te value1:1 of h arc all i.maUer tl1tm [.~/(b + yL)Ji¼i , the 1:1tea.dy-sto.te value wilhout growth, 

we n~d only ttSs11me that this is less than h;i.1u =- [/321l' /6] ~, the maximum value of hunu1,n capital for 
which the intercs~ rat.e is positiVfi. Thus, we need s < fl21lt(l + !If-). 
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when R&D tR.kes place lechnology advances too quickly and human capital too slowly for 

further R&D to be possible. A period without lechnological advance must occur for enough 

additional human capital to accumulate to reach the research threshold again. 13 To give a 

clear economic meaning to the cont.inuous version of chattering equilibria, we shall suppose 

that, on any trajectory, R&D will hecome feasible only i[ h exceeds hcrit -I c:1 , while, if it is 

alrcarly feasible; it will cease to be so only if h rliminishcs below hc,;t - e2 , where £"1 , e2 > 0. 

\Ve define solution.::; to be the limits or 1:,olutions trajectories as e 1, c.:.i -+ 0, which exist in 

every cm;e. 

\Ve shall Ray that an steady state is unstable to competition if individual intermediate 

goo<l::; firms acting according to alternative expectations for the value of innovation, that, are 

consistent with an alternative steady :state, will increase t.he rate of creative de::;truction and 

mah! the first steady st.a.Le disappear. This cuncept of stability is enough for there to be 

unique equilibria. 

Proposition 2 Emergence of R&D. Suppose tha.t at t = 0 the huma.n capital and technn

logical levels of a closed emrwmy arc al the steady state Eu with innovation productivity >.1 , 

and that at thi.,; lime research and development becomes possible. The following cases can 

occur: 

1) h* (,\i) < hcrit- The economy r"t'.mains in the same, unique, implementation sfoady 

state. 

2} h• (>.2) < hcrit < h" (..\1) (.<;ce. Figure 2). The rate of human capital accumula.t-ion 

is ton low to s1,.,~lain permanent Rf.1/J. A unique chattering steady state EchA.t is reached in 

.finite /:ime. h descends monotonically to the steady sfote value hcrit, at wh:ich the val-ue of 

innovat'ions lies between 1~? and 1
;

1
,;,. The er.onomy alternates bctwt:'-en doing maximal REfD 

and doing nont:. The stca.dy state ra.te of growth is given by .Q = sW hg;i~ - h - 9L . 

.'J) hcrit ~ h" (,\2) (see Figure 8). There cxi.sts a chattering steady state in which research 

13This type of equilibrium i,1 not a pccularity of the linear returns to innovation expcudit.ure tha~ we use 
in the moue!. It also exil,t.s in the ca."ie when th~ returns tu R&D arc decreasing in n. 
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uccurs only part of the time. Howc1Je1', it is 11.n1,table tn the compt'.tition of a standard equili/,

ri-um ER&D in whidt researr,h occur.'! all of the lime and ·innovatiuns has a lower value 1~~1£.. 

This is the '11,niquc 8/.able steady state. EffectfoF- human wpital h descends uwnoton'i.call11 to 

h,• ( A2). The growth rate 9t fir8t rises immediatr.ly from the initial 

to a~'> (A2, h* (,\i)) 1 then descend.~ monoton:ically to g = 9R&D =- _q(A2) > g0 . Fig-ure 4 shuws 

the trajectory of the growth ratc.'1 fur cases 2 and /-1. 

For the proof see section 2.2 of Appendix 2. 

We call case 3 above, when the critical value hcrit of hunum capital required for R& D is 

sufficiently low for a standard steady stale to be poosible, the fully feasible case. \Vhen the 

po8sibility of R&D appears, what factors help R&D to he feasible? What is needed i:s for 

the steady st.ate value fi• (,\2) to be as large as possible. The equation for h" is the following: 

Countries with a slower population growth 9L, higher saving rates, aad higher productivity 

fa<..tor 1J, will have a higher Rteady state vd.luc h,• which is thus more likely to be above hcrit• 

On the other hand, although a higher subsidy rate 1/,J increases the growth rate, it decreases 

the steady state value h• and might make the R&D steady state infeasible. Countriei,; with 

better in.'lt.itutions supporting the production of scientific knowledge on which R&D is based 

might also diminish the critical level iicrit of re:search-effective human capital required for 

R&D AS perceived by private intermediate goods firms, and thus make R&D more likely. 

If the possibility of R&D appears simultaneously for many countries, the~e country

specific factors may determine which countries move to the H&D steady state and which 

remain in the implementation steady state or in stagnation. From not too different initial 

conditiomi 1 economies would evolve to equilibria with significantly different human capital, 

t.echnology and income levels, as we shall next examine. We shall ali:;o see that the emergence 
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of R& D in several <.:ountries simultaneously is less likely, since thr, corresponding increase in 

world growth diminishes iuuovation•effective human capiLal h, making R&T> less likely to be 

fca.,:,ible. 

B. Window of Opportunity for Lagging Economies 

We have seen that when the prnsiuility of R&D emerges, it will be fca.,iule in a closed 

economy so long as the implied new :,;teady state value of effective human capital is suffi

ciently high. We examine what happens in other economies when R&D emerges in some 

lca<ling economy. vVe show that, even in the case of economics with identical parameters, 

if nn implementation and an n.&D steady state exist, then there is only a finite period of 

time --a window of opportunity- for the lagging country to set up the institutions support

ing scientific knowledge and enabling R&D. After this period of time, the depreciation of 

innovation-effective human capital induced hy the technological A.dvance of thtl leading <.:oun

try will trap the lagging country iu the implementation steady state. We :shall also <liscuss 

the impact of country-specific parameters, which may lead countries with somewhat <lifferent 

initial conditions to diITerent equilibria even when R&.D appears everywhere simultaueously. 

Although it may be more natural to think that human capital is immobile, the results 

do not depend on t.his, so W8 c-01u;ider both cases. 

B.1 Immobile human capital 

Suppose that at t = 0 the human capital nnd technological leVfils of all ecouomics are 

some stm=i.dy state Eu = (a• (g0), h*(g0)) with growth rate go given by pre-scientific innovation 

productivity >.1 . At this time, suppose that R&D hecomes fully feasible in a single economy, 

which becomes the leading economy, and that after the arrival of R&D every other country's 

technological spillover is negligible, Ro that the growth rate .Qt is determinerl only by the 

leading economy, following a trajectory such a.'l t,hat depicted in Figure 4 tending to the 

R1l&D steady state. 
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For economies not significantly affecting the rate of world growth, the system of equations 

(13), (14.) and (16) take a simpler form for t.rajectories (including statiouary trajectories) 

tho.t keep throughout to either im11lernentation or to 1-l&D. In this case v takes one of the 

constant values 1~t, 1-;t an<l we oht.ain a system with ouly t,vo equations, 

(18) 

(19) 

where x.1 = max{x, O} for any number J.:. Write 

for the steady state value of h when the lea<ling edge technology At'"· grows at rale g. 

Proposition 3 Window of Opportunity with Immobile Hnman Capi/,al. Con.~ider a la.ggin_q 

economywith parameters identical to lite leading economy (so that an Rf1/J steady slate 

exist.<1}, and suppose that (possibly aflt::.r somr- time has ellapsed} h*(gt) > hMin, so thal the 

implfmentation steady stale exist.... The pha.~e diagram for the hmncm capital and technology 

dyna.ndcs is givt':n in Figure. 5, if wt:: interpret. E1mp and En.F.,n 1is moving equilibria which 

depend on 9t a.ncl which first ovcr,q/wot a final value g·ivt::.n by g ~ .9n&n. Immediately that 

growth increa.9es in the leading country, the implementation equil-ibrium g-ive.n by innovation 

productivity .\1 moves to Errnp, 11rilh lower equilibrium levels h*(gt) and a1mp(9t) for h and 

a.. 80 long as the instit·utions tmpporting REiD are not put into place in the lagging economy, 

it will follow a trajedo1y leading from Eu to ErnqJ• Once Rf:1D becomes possible, the steady 

stnte ER&D appears, cit a high.er level of technology au&D > a•(g0) and at the same le·vel 

h'•(g1) of h. If this happens at l = 0, the. lagging e.conom,y's path will be idmt-ical to the 

lea.ding economy's, and ·it will r . .onverge to ER&D· Thu,s Eo l-ies in the region where R&D ii,r 

possible, to flit:. right of the curve ha--= h,crit· ff in.~tmd R&D only appears after the lagging 

economy's innovation-effective human ea,p-ital h ha.s descendt:d below the thresh.aid level h,crit, 
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it will conl'inue along its pa.th to E1 mp. Thus there is only a finde lime pr.riud during which 

4 the iru1l'itutions .s·upporting Rf!,,c/D are put into place thP-n the lagging economy will converge 

/,u the Rf1D steady titate ER&u• 

If instead. 1t•(gt) ~ hMin, the same rnrmlts hold, withE,11,p replact~d by Es1ag, as depicted 

in Figure (i. 

For the rlelails lending to Figures 5 and 6 sec section 2.3 of Appendix 2. Note that 

we have assumed h• (g0 ) > h1,,r; 11 , so that the in the original steady state them is innovation 

through pragmatic creativity. &onomics with diff<'lrent parameters stagnating in this regime 

will satisfy h*(g0) :$ hMiu, and therefore h"(yt) S: hMin, which implies that they will continue 

to stagnate after the emergence of R&D in the leading economy. 

We mentioned above that if the possibility of R&D appears everywhere simultaneow,ly, 

then economies with somewhat lower initial conditions might not converge to ER&.D· What 

is required is that their initial conditions lie in f.he basin of attraction of E1mp, as can be 

seen from Figures 5 and 6. If the simultaneous emergence of R&D in several economies were 

to affect the growth rate, this would have to he taken inlo account. For example, if the 

joint tcc-.hnological growth overwhelm.-=. the joint capacity to form innovation-effective human 

capital1 a chattering steady state may emerge or som8 countries might cease to do R&D. 

It is also clear that the r.ountry parameters B will he <leterminants of the durntiou of the 

window of opportunity for lagging countrir.:s. Finally, countries whose inuovation•effective 

human capital is initially close to the threshold level hcrit will find themselves below this 

level once leading countries comm8nce R&D. 

Note that if hMin ().1) < h~(g) the only equilibria are the implementation and 11&D 

equilibria, at lea.r:;t one of which must exist. There is only a.n implementation :steady state 

if hn1,n(g) :S h,crit, and only an R.&D steady state if iiim/9) ~ iicrit• Ou the other hand, 

economies for which implementation is not attractive at the steady state level of human 

capital, so that hMin ().1) ~ h•(g), (i.e.¢(..\1 , h0 (9)) ~ 0), will be incapable of implementation 
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and will stagnate, tendin11; to n stationary :state with 0 technological and economic grmvth. 

The conditiou for stagnation is: 

Increases in world economic growth, for example arisin11; through the introduction of TI&D, 

may throw countries with a combination of low sRving rates, high population growth, low 

productivity factors, and low innovation subsidies into stagnation. A less strict interpretation 

of the model implies growth to be limited to what is attainable hy the adoption of teclmologics 

whol:ie implementation is almost crn;tless. 

B.2 Mobile human capital 

Instead of equation (14), we now have an equation for global human capital accu

mulation, and conditions for the global equalization of the returns to humon capital. Let 

He = E;:1 /lit be the glohal :stock of human capital. Then 

m 

Hi = ~ (.~ j \{I; A};-11 Hfi_ L ;;-P - fi H Jt) , 

j=l 

]2,T h{i-1 i; 
Tt = /1 'i!j jt - u. 

Let LJ represent the initial levels of population as a proporLion of world population. At any 

given time, for countrici:i j and q, 

H A L h L wr¾ 
jt Jt jt Jt ~ ajt 1 J 

Hqt = AqtLqthqt a L l{, .~,,, 
qt 1./ ,, 

so 
l 

{20) 
a-11,·W l-/:1 

fl 1· J J H 
jl =-:: 1 t, 

'-'"' L ,T, I:::::o 
L..,,1°" l lLqt q 'Jt q 

Now let Lt he ihe world population and define ht = Htf Afa.x L,. to find 

(21) 
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and, using (15), 

. m . ( E;1 Sja_jt.L/1! {ii) 
ht= L Lj hjt= --'--------l--'--=-13 T/!, - (8 + YL + 9t) !It-

j=l ( E;1 OqtL,/11,: -,~) 

(22) 

. These t\vo equations replace ( l.4) in the. sy:stem of equations. 

For simplicity \.,·e consider the cnse of m identical countl'i~, with \i,j =- 1, aud suppose 

that the spillover from implementation i:,; zero. Then equations (21), (22) anrl (S) can be 

written as 

au<l 

,n 

9t = I: o-J (>.qt) <i' (\1,., hjt) 

q=l 

where / (,\ 1) = 0, / (>.2) = 1. Before the aclvent of R&D at t =- 0, we 11.gsume that all 

intermediate goods are produccci uising the leading edge technology, so r,,10 = 1. Also, we 

-· -
as:sumc h1. converge::. to h•(O), and hJo = hu = h•(o). Suppose that the institutions supporting 

H.&D come into place simultaneou:sly in countries 1, ... , m1, where m1 < m, and that R&D 

i:,; simultaneously foasible in al1 of them. Observe that h;t will be identical, so we drop the 

j) while ajt will differ. Let af&ll) ar th"' stand for the technological levels ajt of the countries 

doing R&D and the remaining countries respectively. The differential equations for a~&u 

and a.P ther are 

(23) 

{24) 
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Since n.&D is fully feRsible in countries 1, ... , m 1 , we are in effect assuming that ,j)(A2, ht) > 0 

throughout the solution trajectory. It follow::; that h,1,,tin(>.2) < h*(O). The remaining equations 

.,.:. (ml R&D (l m1).0lher)l-/3-/{3 (i: )~/· 
it= s -at + - - "·,. l,c - u + 9L + 9t i,t, 

rn rn 

Proposition 4 Window of Opportunity w-ith Mobile Human Capital. Assume that R&D ·i.s 

f1J.lly feasible for m 1 countries., .<io that ¢(>.,., he) rcma·ins positi've, and suppose that none of 

the lagging ,mmtries .'lel.s up the institution~~ supporting R&D. ar&D converges monotonically 

to 

(25) n&o• l a =---. 
1 + crm1 • 

and h • r.mwerges to the solution of 

(26) 

Hence the number of cuuntric.'I m1 for which Rf1D is fully fe,asible is bo'l.l,nded above by the 

condition 

(27) 

_t_ 

1 + ~m.1 [ (8 + 9L + 0':1¢(>.2, h"))] 
1 

/l ~ hcrit• 

If <l>(>..1 , h") > 0, the lagging economies will reach an frnplemr:ntation stmdy state with 

(28) Ot,hcr• l 
a = 4>(.>.2,h*)" 

1 + am14>(.>.i,h·) 

If h • a0 t.hcr• S h.c.-;1 , at that point even if the lagging econom:ies set up tht:. institutions suppmt-

ing R&D, they will re.main in the implcmmtation equilibrium. Hence during thdr trajccfrn-y 

to f.he impfomentation steady stale, there ·i1, only a finite period of time in which Rt..'1D can lit'. 
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feasihlf:'-. rf insfotul ¢(>.1 , h") ::; 0, the lagging cconumies will t'.'Ventually sta_qnatc nnd a01•111
·r 

will tend lo zero. 'l'he lar_qer the number m.1 of counf.1·ies doing RcfD, the ·more likely lhis is. 

For the proof of existence of a unique stable steady state for the 8ystcm of equations in 

a~&D, af t1,l'r, ii, h, see section 2.4 of Appendix 2. The trajectories would be monotonic, except 

for the influence that the initial overshooting of 9t may have. Figure 7 gives a diagram for 

the moving equilibria of the dynamical system before and after small countries with mobile 

human capital have set up the institutions supporting RkD. 'Small' means thnt. ht is assumed 

exogenous, anti that any impact on Yt can be neglected. Their relative technological level at 

rsatisfies the equation 

so long as the institutions supporting l-l&D arc noi in place. lf they are put into place, >. 1 is 

replaced by >.(h1a1), taking the value A1 if ai S'; a.crit = her;,/ ht and >.2 if llt > acd,· 

IV. The Modern Scenario 

'\Ve have described how the model explain:; the emergence of inequality wilh the scientific 

revolution. We now shift our a.ttention to the dynamic:; that can occur in ihe present day. 

To do so we first extend the model to indu<le physical capital. This allows ws to show that 

the multiplicity of 8teady states remains, although economies receiving an influx of physical 

capital will achieve higher steady states. It aLc;o allows lL'l to discuss the relation of the 

model with the recent empirical literature. Vve then derive a multi-country model near the 

steady state and discuss the relation of the model to convergence. Finally we discuss how the 

model explains periods of miracle growth and ecouomic slowdowns that grip whole groups 

of countries simult.a.neously. 
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A. Physical Capital: Closed and Open Economies 

\Ve ext.end the model by introducing physical r.apital to show tlrn.t the bn.o;ic pattern 

of multiple Rt.eady states remaim1 unaltered for economies closed and open to the flow of 

physical capital. HowP.ver, open economies receiving an influ:x of capitfl.l raise the level of 

their productivity and in effect their savings rate, so that when such an c~conomy opem; it is 

possible that it may shift steady state. Of course, if this opportunity work:, for one grnup 

of countries an<l raises the level of world growth, this may malrn it more difficult for other 

countries with parameters less conductive to growth. 

\Ve introduce physical capital a.-. a factor of production of the intermediate good, 

and rcdefi ne 

where 

a: 
K=--

Ct +/3' 

Optimi:,mtion of capital rCRources by the intermediate good producers implies 

(rKt+8g)(I -·,j;K) _ ti.Ht 
(THt+8H)(l-7J'.iu)- (l-11:)Kt' 

where TKt., 1·m, arc the returns to physical and human capital, l5x, 8u, their respective rate 

of depreciation, 'I/; K, 'lj1 H are subsidies to the Lt.Se of physic.:al and human capital and Kt aggre

gate physicai capital. The cost func.:tion is now (rKH,.·t(l-w~i~~~:;i~~)
1

-"(1 ·viull-" A,. (i) Xt (i). 

Following lhe same arguments as before., 

X ('/,') - ,.,. - }·"hl-1<,/J t - ,<-t - •t t (;' 

where kt is the capital stock per "cffedive worker" Ktf A,.Lt, Now 
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(29) r . ;...:: (a+ /J) fk(kt, ht; '11) _ t, ,,. ...:; (a+ {J) .fh(k,,, ht; W) _, ti , 
Kt l , K, Ht l / H, 

-'lf)K --1JH 

and 

Let us a.qsmne now Lhat the joint invf'~'il.ment ratfl in human and physical capital is a 

constant proportion of domestic income s. ln the case of a closed economy, let us as:sume 

that the ratfls of return to physical and human capital are in equilibrium, so that 

In other words, any initial imbalance of physical or human capital hrus been redressed by 

exclusive investment in the scarce capital resource. For simplicity wt! shall suppose that 

the rates of depreciation of physica.l and human capital are equal, 8n = 8K = 6. (An 

alternative simplification would be to ::;uppose that f repre::;ents a net production function 

(30) 
ht ,6(1--1/JK) 
kt n(l - '1/;H)' 

Now, a.q iu (14), 

whcrn iK, iu represent the proportions of saving dedicated to physical and human capital 

investment_ Since t rcmairns constant, 

iu ht ,6 (l - 7P K) 
'tK = k,. = n (1 - 'lj;H)' 

and therefore we get equation (14) with /3 replaced by a + /J and s replaced by 
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and 

lu the ca.'lP. of the open economy, let us suppu::;e that the world inLBrest rate i.s r. Physic.:al 

capiLal flows uutil TK = r, ::;o, from (29), 

Hence, (2!-l) implies 

So long as rHt > r, all domestic investment. is dedicated to human capital. Any physical 

capital stoc.ks are allowed to depreciate or tran::;ferrcd to human capital a.<, f~t as possible. 

If rHt < r, human capital per effective work~r stabilizes at its steady-state value. If rHt < 

r, human capital stocks are allm..ved to depreciate until equilibrium is reached. Thus the 

differential equation for h is 

so lung a.s h :::; hopen, the equilibrium level 

and for h ~ hopen 

The following are the most relevant cases. The dynamics a.re similar to those or the moclel 

without. physical capital, with h* replaced by hop .. w In equation (10) defining¢>, /1 is replacer! 

by 1~
0 

< u + /3, and 'Ir by 

. [ (11 + ,8) a ] 1~"' 6 
1r(ht; w) =(a+ /:1)(1 - a - /3) (.,. + b) (l _ 1PK) wh,_ • 
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Proposition 5 Capital Flows and Club Member.'lhip. ConsidPr a small clu~ed economy that 

opcn.q ·ilse(f to r,apital flows. If this imJ)Ue.s that it receives a flow of physical capital, then in 

effect it:; saving.'i rate and the pro.fit rote of inn01mt-ion incrcru1e, the infrre.st rate d,xreases, 

and its le·uel of human capital rises as P:d,sting capital stocks are transf Prr-ed into human 

capital. Each of thc.'le, some of 10/rich may increase crili.cally with physical or human capital 

subsidies, imply higher technolng·ical steady state levels and thP possibility of shifting to a 

higher steady state. 'I'he opposifr. result.,; huld when openning the economy leads tn ci net 

cap-ital outflow. 

For the proof of Proposition 5 see section 2.5 of Appendix 2. 

For the full system of equations for economic.<i open to the flow of physical c.apital, it 

remains to write down the global capital ar.:cumulation equation. 

B. Decomposition of Cross-Country Inconie Inequality 

Vile have shown that the emergence of R&D can explain the emergence of inequality. 

Countries whose levels of income originally differed only through the effects of fixed produc

tivity factor.s, population growth, the ~aving ra.te and subsidy rates to innovation, will now 

find them.'lelves on economic-growth paths converging to different equilibria with different 

technological and human capital levels. Here we give a decomposition on the contributions 

of these sepa.rate factors to income inequality. 

In the extended model including physical capital 

Yt = w A~-ci-fl Kf Hf Lt"-f3. 

In fact, the final production function F could also include physical and human capiLal as 

inputs, anrl Yt would still take this form. Only the expressions for TKt and 1'Ht would differ, 

with a + /3 replaced by the market power of the innovators. 

To eliminate the problem of inrluced physical capital accumulation, recent empirical 

stu<lies (e.g. Hall and .Jones, 1999; Klenow and .Rodriguei-Clarc, 1997) consid~r the trau.s-
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format.ion 

(31) 

Our model i rnplies that kt -'= Ktf At Lt and ht = If,/ AtLt tend to steady state values which 

only depend on country-specific factors 0. I 11 referenr:e to theRe t~uilibria, 

The term Ht! LL will depend on fixed fa<.tors 8 and on technology, while the term Kt/Yt will 

only depend on Hxed factors 1Jt and 8. 

\Ve now discuss the relation of our model with Feyrcr's (2000) P.mpirical re.sults. We lirst 

assume that weighted schooling (derived from microeconomic Mincerian wage estimates), 

which is Feyrer'11 measurement of human capital, coincides with our theoretical concept of 

human capital, an<l then discuss the problem.-; that this assumption has. Feyrer findfi that 

the distribution of productivity residuals (attempting to measure Ajt) is increasingly twin

pcake<l. This coincides with the prediction of our model, according to which the distribution 

of per-capita income 

dcpen<l8 mainly on technological differences, which can converge to multiple equilibria: and 

to values '1!k~h7 which depend only on country-specific fixed factors 0. Next, Feyrer finds 

that the distribution of the capital to output ratio Kt/Yt has a ::;inglc-peaked distribution. 

Mcording to our model that would mean that the function w- 1kt-c.ht-f:I of 0 ha.c; a single

peaked distribution, which is not unreasonable, since it is consistent with the idea that 

country-specific parameters are drawn from a common pool of possibilities. Finally, Feyrer 

fiu<ls that the distribution of human capital Ht/ Lt = htAt is rather flat. This i11 consistent 

with our model, according to which Hi/ Lr, i11 the multiplication of a single- and a twin-peaked 

distribution. 
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Feyrer also has some dynamic results for the period 1970-1989. He :shows that it is 

mainly human capital, rather than physkal capital, ru,; in our model, that is associated 

with movements in relat.ive producLivity. When humau capital is in the middle qHartiles, 

prodnclivity tends to remain unchanged, con.9istently with the pn'~'lence of stable convergence 

clubs. \Vhen human capita.I i:s high, large incrnases of productivity are possible when relative 

productivity is already high, and when it is low, low relative productivity tends to fall 

even further. This is com1istent with the morlel in a period in which 1) countries with 

high pwductivity and high human capital achieve new levels of growth that 2) countries 

at implementation equilibria cannot yet implement, and that 3) throws countries in low 

equilibria with low human capital into stagnation. Feyrer also shows that closed countries 

arc more prone to stagnation, while open countries can more readily achieve growth in this 

period. This is also con.qistent with our model, oB was shown in the previous section. 

Let us return now to the question of whether weighted schooling is an appropriate mea

sure, of human capital. The problem is that schooling docs not take sufficient account of 

quality and therefore, measured as it is in years, dol:ls not give a full ru.:count of the acr.u

mulation of human capital. This may introduce <listortioJLq in the technology residuals and 

implies that better measures of human capital would be more twin peaked. 

An alternative spedfication to (31), which may be useful in empirical studies, is 

(32) t ,T,--A t t Y, 1 (/() 1
-~-iJ (fl)~ - = ~ 1-u-,:l t - -

Lt Yt Yt 

In this case 

Ht _ ht _ ,T,-lk-uhI-/3 
- -~ t, t 

Y;_ Yt 

al:m depends ouly on fixed factors, and the only dependence on technology is through A. This 

eliminates the problem of human capital accumulation induced by technological change. 
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C. World Growth and Convergence 

Near its steady states the multi-country mo<lel :,;implifies to a 2m-dimensinual system 

whose convergence properties can Le discm.i8ed. Let us consider lhe world economy again in 

the case with 110 physical capital when each country is near some stcn<ly :,;tate equilibrium 

either above or below /i,crit, so that a change of innovation rcgim!:l will not occur. Then the 

vft.lue v of innovations i:s constant at cnch steady state. Substituting the glohal spillover 

equation (S) into eq11alions (1:3) and (14) for each country we obtain a 2m-<limensional 

system: 

m 

{33) iiJt =- <P+(XJt)( 1 -- a.jt) - aJt L D"q<P+ (Xqt); .i = 1, ... , m, 
q=l 

where 

A steady state for the world economy is a rest point of this isystem. ~ in Howitt (2000), which 

contains further discussion on this system of t;quations including a proof of its local stability 

(Lhat carries over under the present assumptions, replacing physical with human capital), 

any change in the country-specific parameters, such as investment rate Sj, productivity of 

innovation ).j, subsidy rate t/Ji and spillover rates <1; that would raise the growth rate in that 

economy if it were closed will have a (poi,;tsibly small) positive effect on the world gTowth rate 

when the economy is part of a global s~tem with technology transfer. 

For small economies whrn;e inflne.nce on 91, is uegligible, the linearization a.bout the sLeady 

state yields a system with two negative eigenvalues between (1-/3)(6 + .9Lj -1- 1/>+(X]t)(a.;- 1 
-

1)), the rate of convergence due to the decreasing returns to human capital, and ,,h+ (XJt) + Yt, 

t.he rate of convergence due to the decrcAsiug returns to innovation with increac;ed technolog

ical levels (:see Howitt, 2000, for the proof of a similar st.ntement). The rate of convergence 
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to t.he steady state is hounded below by the smaller of the::;e two rate::;. Thus convergence 

is slower than predicted when the technological process i:s not endogenizcd. Convergence 

due ::.olely to capital n.ccumulation i:s probably r~ter than what is observed in cross-country 

studies. Epi8o<les of miracle growth, when capital accumulation rather than technological 

change presents the larger, but less stringent, harrier to growth, arc also evidence for this. IL 

is clear that R&D, implementation anrl stagnation convergence clubs will have different rate8 

of convergence. A model with convcrgern.:e clubs is incompatible with au::.olutc couvergence. 

However, it ncerl not be incompatible with relative convergence and sigma convergence (rn• 

duction in the di8persion of incomes), hecause these are weak concepts. Even when ::.evernl 

fundamentally different attraciors exist, trajectories may on avt!rage still approximate spc

<.:ific steady states. Relative or sigma convergence only implies that some, possibly several 

and unkuuwn, equilibrium ten<lencies are at work. On the other hand, the model clearly 

prndicts that e.coaomies with the same parameters need not converge to the same paths. 

D. Present Day Windows of Opportunity 

The hh,tory of the in<lustria.lizaLion and development of sevcrn.1 countries, amongst. them 

Holland, Denmark, Norway, Italy, Japan, Korea, Singapore, Irelaad, and recently Chiua, is 

characterized by periods of high, sustained growth sometimes called miracle growth. Other 

countri~, including Argentina, India, Nigeria, Ilrn.sil and Mf!xicu have experienced periods of 

sustained economic growth and then failed to reA.ch the status of full development (see Ugo 

Pipit.one, 1995 for a comparative historical discus:sion of the first five and last four cases, 

who also notes that miracle growth ra.le::; have tended to im;rease through time). These 

different phenomena can be explained as window::; of opportunity that open up and then 

close down at va.rious times as a resn IL of changes in the difficulty of R&D and technological 

implementation. 

The leading edge technological level Afiu represents a. mix of tedmologie~. During the 
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history of tedrnologicnl growth thern has been a sequence of dominaut and/or general pur

pose technologies, !'3Uch as the steam engine, elcd.ricity, trains, automobiles, telecommunica

tion, pl~tics, chemical technologies) information, etc. These have different, charncteristic, 

R&D and implementation productivitie8, a full representation of which could take the form 

>..i(ht, Ayiax), the productivity of rcsourt;es dedicaled to obtain an innovation at t,he leading 

edge Afax when a.t a human c.:apital level ht. We have taken the view that A;, take the ho

mothetk form >..i(htf A~111
..,') for simplicity and because this leads to steady state8 in which 

human capital and technology grow proportionally. vVhat matters to us now iis that for 

different, technological episode~ the relation between the productivity of implementation and 

R&D might he different. Thus, we consider pairs of functions .\ (describing R&D au<l 

implementation) of the form 

>..·(h) = { >-i(~-i) AF < AWax, • - 1 2 
, t )..2(h ) Amax > Amax i - , • 

l /, t - 0 I 

Analogous changes in the level hurit could also occur. What this means is that once the 

leading edge Atu.x reaches Agtax, the productivity of innovation changes unexpectedly. If 

implementation becomes relatively ea'3ier, a window of opportunity for transition to the 

higher equilibrium may open. Countries with better scientific institutions and parameters 

for growth will he the first to take advantage of such an opportunity. To the extent that 

they increase the world growth rate 9t (of Atax), the window of opportunity may close for 

other countries as in the previous case. During the transition to the higher equilihrium, 

technological innovation will change from implementation to R&D, a well-known pattern 

in the case of, for example, the Asian growth mirades. Bloom and Williamson (1998) 

show how growth in these countries coinci<le<l with a demographic window of opportunity in 

which a lower dependency ratio increased the 8aving rate. This provides a reason why these 

countries had a higher parameter s, a contributing factor, according to our explanation, to 

the openning of a technological window of opportunity. Our model thm, provides a reason 

why not all countricR reaching the demographic window of opportunity will develop: the 
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demographic window might. not coinci<le with the technological window of opportunity. The 

exhaustion of the easy pa.rt of a new technology may close a transit.ion ,vindow that may 

have been open, hy shifting the threshold levels necessary for R&D (Sec Figure 8 for an 

illustration of the points of this paragrnph). 

Similarly, the advent of n new technology for which implementation is more difficult may 

push some. countries into stagnation, hy making implementation unprufitable (Figure !:J). 

Technologies requiring for their implementation a higher level of hmnan capital for a larger 

proportion of the population in effect require a higher threshold level of human capital. These 

therefore fall in the :.ame cluss as technologies for which implementation is more difficult., 

throwing some countries into a lower equilibrium or retaining them in the implementation 

equilibrium. 

Although a theory based on the competition of ideas is enough to explain that mirades 

in some cuuntrie1, can diminish the opportunity for miracles in others, including trade in 

the goods which are the subject of teclmologicat advance probably strengtheu.s this effect, 

because innovation and production in the technologies thA.t more prepared countries are using 

to take advantage of a window of opportunity may discourage it in less prepared countries. 

According to our mo<lel, the. emergence of Asia, together with the arrival of the general 

pmpose information technologies) are contributing factors to the lost decades of growth in 

Latin America, and its consequent permanence in implementation, and for stagnation in 

Africa. 

V. Conclusions 

vVe model human capital and technological <lynamics when innovation can take the form 

of R&D or of technological implementation. Thi:-:; dichotomy, kept alive by the ever larger 

threshold of human capital necessary for R&D, gives rise tu long-term convergence c.lub.s, 

each characterized by R&D, implementation or stagnation. Applied to the origin of modern 
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economic grmvth in the scicntilic revolution, the model explnins the concomitant emergence 

of large income inequalities between counlrie;. Onc.e R&D to.lees off, the creative dC'Ac;;truction 

of innova.Lion-effcctive human eapital in laggard or low-performing countries implies that 

they only had a finite window of opportunity for the scientific in!'!Litutional supporting R&D 

to evolve and come into place, if they were to join the leading countries in d1welopmcnt. The 

convergence clubs and windmvs of upportunit.y exist cveu if economies arc open to physical 

capital fl.ow.8 and human capital is mobile, alt.hough these may make the thresholds easier to 

at.ta.in. 

The model is consistent with a. highly demanding set of facts pertaining to the current 

dh,tributio11 of income and factors of production among countries. It also is consistE=mL with 

the persisteuce of rnlative economic condition!:i since the coloniA.l era. It explains why eco

nomic miracles arc possible in modern-day windows of opportunity for development and also 

why whole sets of countries may be simultaneously a,- icted with prolonged periods of slow 

economic growth when tcc.hnological implementation becomes more difficult. Finally, it is 

also cnrnsi!:itent with the evideuce for rfllaLive convergence - a. rather weak concept, as com

patihili ty \\ith this model shows- but not with absolute convergence, nor with convergence 

condiLional on identical couutry-spcdfic pa.ramP.ten,. 

Economic policy intending growth must lay more RtresB on teclmologkal change and 

human capital. Facilitating tcdmological implementation, opening knowled~e flows, fos

tering knowledge institutions nnd promoting human capital investment, nre key fact.ors for 

i11creasing productivity. Once good rates of technologic.al implementation are achieved, well

targeted policies may make it ea.<;ier to identify and overcome specific thrf'A~holds holding up 

technological change, :so as to dis!:iipatc low-technology traps. 

Appendix 1. RanIBey Savers 

Ta.kin~ account of the iutertemporal optimization involved in human capitttl invest-
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ments adds anothtff dimension to the prol>lem. The dynamics are more complex, espflcially 

when there is a tram.ition from one innovaLion technology to the other. Here we treat only 

cases in which such a transition does not occur. So long as howseholds do not internalize 

the gains associnted with innovation, n.'i is the case when the intt!rmediate goods firms are 

separate from the huusehol<ls, the qualitative results obtained above arc maintainer!. 

Let Ct be aggregate consumption and define c,. = Ct! Lt, consumption per capita. Maxi

mization of the utili t.y functional 

fo00 

u (r.~) exp(-(p - 9L)t)dt, 

(35) 

Once consumption a.u<l expenrliture on innov-<1.tion are taken into account, differential equa

tion (14) for h becomes 

with 

When technological tram,itions occw\ ¢+ mu:;t be rcplactld by the function <P involving Vt 

used above. Also, additional profit~ from innovation A.Cl.ding to income may occur when there 

is a difference between the costs 1 - '¢ and benefits A(Vt of expenditure nt on innovation. 

A. Emergence of R&D in a Closed Economy 

Let us first consider the case of a closed economy, AB hefore, we assume that at has 

converged to (1 I- ,r)-1
. Write h~ (>..i) for the solution of 
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which give the steady state vnlues for h, a.u<l let 

he the corresponding 'Ramsey' growth rates. 9R (.Xi) will be zero if innuvation is not viable 

a.i the steady state level of h.1 .. Al:isumc that prior tu the emergence of R&D the economy 

is at steady state R0 with ht = hR (.X1) and cR (>.1) followinp; from equation (36). Let 

hcrit = (1 + o-) hc .. ,t as beforn, and suppOl=le that 9H. (-X2) > o. Note that hR (.A1) > hn (.Xi). 

The following proposition shows that very similar re:mlts obtain for H.amsey savers in the 

ease of the dosed cc.ouomy. 

Proposition 6 Emergence of R€.1D, Ramsey savcr8. Suppose tluit at t = 0 a closed economy 

is at steady state E0 , and that nt this timt: research and dcvdopment htwmes JJOSsible. 

1) h"n (>. 1) $ hcrit• The cr.onomy remains in the same, unique, implementation equilib

rium. 

2) hR (>.2) < hcrit < hn (.Xi) (see Figure 10). ln this ('..(Mt! no us11.al steady .slltte exist.s 

(the economy must tend to some chattering steady state). 

3) hcrit $ hR. (>.2) (see Fig'Ure 11). There cxis/,s a unique equilibrium along which effec

tive human capital ht dcscrnds monotonically to h R ( ,\:1). The growth rate 9t firnt rises 

imrnediately ftmn the initial .QR(.X1) to 0-¢().2,hid>-1)), then descends monotonically to 

.Qn(>-2) > gn (>.1). 

For the proof see ::iection 2.6 of Appendix 2. 

B. Window of Opportunity for Lagging Economies 

B.1 Immobile human capital 

We assume again that Il&D becomes fully feasible in a single leading economy, and 

that afler the arrival of R&D every other count.ris tcdmological spillover is negligible, so 

that the growth rate !lt is <leierminc<l uy the leadinl:!; economy. Ct and at obey equations (35) 
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and (1:1), while h,_ nbeys 

(37) 

In thi8 case the 8teady stR,te value of ht is given by the solution hn_(!J) of 

Equilibrium values aR_ (>.1), Cn, (>.i) for at and c1 now follow from equations (35) and (13), 

We proceed as followl:l. We P.xamine the stability properties of U1e system of three equa

tions at steady state, to obtain conditions under which two eigerwc1,lues are positive aud one 

i8 negative, as expected. Then the existence of a policy function Ct = c(o.t, ht) impJie.,, that 

the dynamic8 are similar to the non-Ramsey case for solutions noL involving a technological 

transition. Assume that g is fixed and that innovation will occur at hn(9) for ,\ 1 and .>.2. 

Then using the vector of variables (a, h, log(c)), the relevant ,lA.col>ian for the case>. = ,\is 

(38) 

The first inequality follows from ·rh < 0 and the elimination of all terms in ¢h by using the 

steady state condition (1 - a) c/J = ag. It clearly implies that 11 (1-i) has at least one positive 

root. By substituting c* in (~18) we obtain 
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We as:,;ume that the cocffident of ¢h sati:,;fies 

>5a - (wlttl - [6 + YL + gJ h·) (a 1 
- 1) < 0, 

whit:h mcnns y i8 not so large as to induce instability in the (a, h) plaue, and that 

which means the interest rate paid to hwnan capital in the ab~nce of incentives to innovation 

woul<l be positive. Then a1 < 0. Thi:,; additional condition implies that the remaining two 

roots have negative real parts (see :section ~.6 of Appen<lix 2) so t,here are nu exploding 

imlutions in a. and h. 

It is not too difficult to show that. none of the eigenvector:,;, associated with real or complex 

eigenvalues, can have any entry equal to zero. This implies that, at least locally, the two 

dimensional surface of solutions which is tangent to the eigenvector:,; corresponding to lhe 

two roots with negative real parts defines a policy function c(a, h), and that the dynamics 

on the (a, h) plane obtained by Lhe substitution c,_ = c(at, ht) are istablc. Dividing the (a, h) 

plane inLo two parts on either side of ah= iicrit, and assuming that the policy function c(a, h) 

existR everywhere, we obtain a phnse diagram similar to the one used in the non~Ramscy 

case to show the existence of a window of opportunity (Figure 5). 

B.2 Mobile human capital 

Let Ct = "I:,'; 1 Gil, he global aggregate consumption. Then 

and the same equation is obeyed by Ct, The global stock of human capital Ht = E;:1 HJt 

obeys 
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This equation and (21) for h:it replace I.he equations for hjt· In the ca:;e of m identical 

countries considered above, with Wi -= 1, the hit will be identical, and equations {23) and 

(24) will continue to hold. IIowev&, there will be one more equation in the system, 

It is dear tha.t near an steady stat.e, as the global savi ugs rate tends to a constant, behavior 

similar to that obtaining for Solow savers will hold for each country, so that a window of 

opportunity exists in thi:s case too. 

Appendix 2. Proofs 

2.1 Proof of Proposition 1. Closed economy with single innovation technology. 

In this case >. is fixed and 

Tt7Jl - 'lrtf 

0 
Tt1lt + AS1Y1.1it - 'lrtf 

where Tt = r(ht), 1ft = rr(ht), Yt = y(ht). In the first case the locus of ?it = 0 is given by 

vf -= ~f = ;;1
-i~~hf f.. Since we are only concerned with the region rt > 0, the denominator 

r, Wh, -6 • 

is positive. la the sec.and case i1t = 0. In the third cai:;e, Vt = 0 would imply that 'Vt must 

al 3 _ 'II" e _ {)(1-13)>vhf e H I I. • 1. 3 1-1µ equ vt - .. " - 2 A-i 6 fl • uwevcr, t 11:l assumpL1on on -~1 unp 1cs vi < ~, 
',.,.. s,y,. {J Wht - +.\8r'llh, " 

in contradiction to the definition of case 3. Thus there is no i.1t = 0 locus :so in ca.'3e 3. Now 

let us examine 

s'I!h7 - [8 + g,.] ht 
swhf - [c5 1- g1, +a¢(,\, ht)] ht 

swhf - [8 + g,. + At0'S1y,_(ht)J ht 

The locus of h. = 0 is given by h = ho, h,• and hsupcr (no research, standa.rd equilibrium, and 

maximum possible research) respectively. These steady state values satisfy ho ~ h* ~ hsuper, 
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boca.ui:;e innovation leads Lo growth and to a depreciation of cffedive human capital. Let 

hMin be the 80lution to ef, (>., hrvliu) = 0. We assume that ¢ (>.., h:) > 0 so that there will be 

innovation in steady st.ate. Figurn 1 shows the phase clictgram for v and h in the case where 

hM;11 < hsur.,,., although this ineqnalil-y has no qualitative consequence on the nature or the 

solution. The divergent solutions are excluded by the trn11JSversnlity condition allo\\-ing no 

bubblP.s in Vt, 

Qb:,;erve for reference that v; an<l ho are independent of>., while hMin (>.) i8 au incrca-:;iug, 

h* ( >.) and hsuper ( ..\) dccrea:.ing functions of >.. 

2.2 Proof or Proposition 2. Part l is trivial. Part 2. R&D becomes possible and 

h• (.X2) < hcrit, < Ji.• (>.i). It is clear that there is no point ou the iJ = 0 locus at which there 

is a steady state. The only remaining possible equilibria are on the line h = hcrit · Fix some 

e 1, f:.i > 0 and :=mp pose for rising h that R&D becomes fca.:,i ble only when it exceeds hcrit + E1 , 

while for falling h it cca.-ie.~ to be feasiule only if it diminishes below hcrit - c2. ll is clear that 

any solution satisfying the transveri:;ality condition mm1t occur with '~!' < ·u < \;~t•, because 

a.bove these values v tends to infinity foster than the asymptotic rate of interest, and below 

them v ten<li:; to negative infinity, on both :,;ides of hcrit· Suppose we approach hcr,t from 

above, as we do when we begin at the steady state value h~ ().1). Then hand v will follow 

the equntiom; 

(40) 

Since h* (>..2 ) < hcrit, h will descend until hc,ii - e2, Then R&D becomes infea,-sible and h 

and ·u satisfy the equations 

(41) 

Now hcrit, < h• (.-\1) implies h rises above hcrit + £ 1, where the cycle commences again. 
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Observe that the equations for h is indepFmdent of v; so that 80 long a<; the alternating 

behavior is observed, a trajectory fur h is fully determined. Observe next that both whP-11 

h is descending and when it is ascending, the :;iolution for v is a monotonico.lly increasing 

function of its initial value. Thus the full solution for v is monotonically increasing in its 

initial value. Consider now a singlr. cycle starting at hc,it + c1. If the initial value for v i:,; 

1-;
2
1r, at the end of the cycle v will have diminished. On the other hand, if the initial value 

for vis 1;;11,, at the end of the cycle v will have increased. IL follows that them is a unique 

value v(E1, c2) for which the cycle will be periodic. For small values of £1, e2, the time taken 

for h to descend from hc,il + e1 to hcrit - c:2 is approximately >11 ,1 [B, -C•i:•2 U. >l ; 
s he, .. - -r-91. +.,- "JSJY ).~ •• , hc,;1 

the duration of the return trajectory ii:; n .!:t ~q 
1 

.. Therefore the proportion b of the 
.sll!hc,;, - +111, he.,, 

time spent doing research is defined by the condition: 

from which it follow8 that: 

b = .,w 1it1; - [b + 9L] 
o),281y(hcrit) 

Since v is constant over a complete cycle, growing according to ( 40) the fraction b of the 

time and falling according to (41) the complementary fraction 1 - b of the time, therefore 

the limiting steady-state vnlue as (c: 1,c2 )is given by: 

• 1rt 
1J =----

r + b>-.2s1y' 

with r, 1r and y evaluated at h = he .. ;, .The rate of growth is given by 

Thus there is a unique chattering steady state Ec1iat· The remainder of the solution 

is worked out by solving the difforeutial equations backward, since the problem is forward 
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looking. On both sides of hcrir. the time spe11t doing no research or the maximum research 

before reaching a segment of the ·u = 0 locus is finite {recall that. the derivatives of v are 

discontinuous). The part. uf the trajectory lying on the ·11 = \~11
' part of this locus need not 

occur if hcrit is iuo close to hi\fo,. In this case by the time enough human capiLal becomes 

accmnulated for implementation to ue attractive the expected rise in creative destrnction 

that will occur due to the unset of ll&D ·will deLer it. 

Part 3. R&.D becomes possible and hc,; 1. ~ h• (.X2). There is a unique point on Lhe 

v = 0 locus on v = 1
;

2
1' at which there is a stable steady state, corresponding to h* (.\!)

However, the line h = hci-il sustains a chattering steady state Echa,. similar to the one just. 

described, with value v > 1-;./'. At Ec1,i,t intermedia.ie goods firms deciding to purnue resean:h 

all of the time will incrcose creative clestruction and bring <lo'Nll the value of innovations, 

thereby destroying the equilibrium. The differential equation for h again gives the expression 

g = 9it&D = siJ!h* (..\2)'1- 1 
- b - gL for the rate of growth, from which it follows that g0 < g, 

2.3 Proof of Proposition 3. We construct the phase diagram for the i:;ystem of 

equations (18), (19), Figures 5 and 6. For htat = h,t < hcril, the locus of at = 0 i8 

given by <P+ (,),1, ht) = gatf ( 1 - at) . When </> ~ 0, this is an upward sloping curve pass

ing through (h~fo, (>.1), 0), while for</)~ 0 the solution is a = 0. The h,t :::: 0 locus satisfies 

¢ (,\1, ht)/ [swhf 1 
- 8 - g,.] = atf (l - at). When rp ~ 0, this is also upward-sloping, while 

for¢~ 0 the solution is h = h*(O). At a steady state with¢~ 0, h-= h•(!;), expm<isiug the 

usual neoclassical relation. The equilibrium level g0 < g of world growth at steady state En 

before the advent of R&D in the leading country implied a higher level of effective human 

capital h*(g0 ). In the case</> S Owe get a stagnating equilibrium EsLug = (h*(0), 0). 

Suppose first that hMin (>11 ) < h•(g). Then the implementa.tion steady state E1mp remains 

viable after the lea<ling economy begins to grow (Figure 5). We have .s1Ith~1- 1 
- o - 9L > 0 

for ht ~ h~(go). Tims the i,.1. = 0 locus also pa.<;8es through (hMiu (.Xi), 0). Moreover, for 
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ht > h•(!I), swh7-i - 8 - g1, < 9 so the i1.1 = 0 locus lies to the right of the CLt = 0 locus on 

the (a, h) plane. The converse relation holds for ht < 1t•(.q). The Lechnology steady st.ate level 

ai"'P(.q) at E1mp is given by ¢(.\1,h•(g)) = gaimp(g)/(1- aimp(g)). For the implementation 

steady state E1inp to exist, we Hssume that the innovation-effective human capital level at 

this steady state lies heluw the threshold level necessary for R&D, h*(g)aj
11111

(g) = h.jmµ(g) s 

h,crit .14 Com1i<lering now .\2 inste.A,.l of .\1 for Lhe productivity of innovation, we obtaiu the 

loci of ht= 0 and iLt = 0 in the region ha'::' hcrit in which R&D is feasible. Let ah 0 (.9) be 

the steady state level for a at the new steady state ER&u; the one for h remains unchanged. 

For the R&D steady state Erv.,n tu exist, we assume that h*(g)nR&v(9) == h.~&0 (g) :_:: hcrit• 

lt is easy to see that both equilibria arc locally stahle. Recall that the diagram is only valid 

for paths not crossing the boundary ha = h-crit. Note that the loi.;us of at = 0 shifts to the 

left when 9 increase8. The locus of ht = 0 remains nuchangcd. Thus armp < a0. Note also 

In the remaining case hMin (.\1) ~ h~(g). The same arguments lead to Figure 6. In this 

case when the lending economy starts growing the laggard economy is thrown into stagnation. 

2.4 Proof of Proposition 4. We prove that the system of equation::; in a~·•;c1.>, aPth,,', 

ii, h, converges to a unique stable steady i:;tate. Since initially a~&D = 1, it follows from its 

differential equation that it will descend monotonically to its steady state value. We examine 

the remaining system in the two variables aPtlwr, ii, assuming for now that af&n is fixed. Let 

_ m1 R&D + (l m1) Other 
Zt - -a1 - - at , rn - m 

,.:_ 

so ht = hd Zt- The locus of ht= 0 is 

which is positively sloped. The arrows in the h. direction give rise to a stable coufi~urn.tion. 

14 E,q11,1.lity cuu be wnsidcrcd under the £ 1 , r:2 definilion 11sed above. 
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Note that 

:so, -wTiting ~ for 'ha.-s the same ::iign a:,1, 

i:J ¢(),.2, h) 
Dh<t>(>-.1,h) ~ 

8 rp(>-.2, h) - </J(>..1, h) 
8/t. (j)(>-.1, h) 

~ rr'(h)</1().1,h) --;r(h)<f;h(>.1,h) 

Hence, as a?th
f>l' obeys, 

the a?iher = 0 locus 

has a positive slope also with istable a.rrows. On this locus Zt is fixed and h. has a single 

stahle ::;teady :.tate. independent of aY ther. Therefore the loci of ht= 0 and n,?ther = 0 can 

only meet once and the cou.tiguration of the phase diagram is the stable one. Hence there 

is a unique stable steady state for each a~&D. As this variable converge:,;, so the full system 

mrn,t converge. 

2.5 Proof of Proposition 5. It only remains to prove that the saving rate for a closed 

n"(l-1/•Hra1-"(l-ti>K)t-n • l th th • t .c w 't economy, a(l-'l,l,u)+/:l(l-1/tK) s, 1s ess an::;, e savmg ra e 1or an open economy. n e 

u = a(l -1/J II), ·u = (3( 1 - -~; K). Keeping u + v constant, the maximmn value of the coefficient 

u:~: C, can be shown to be smaller that Cc:°' ( I - a) 1- 0
, which is smaller than 1. 

2.6 Proof of Proposition 6. 1) hR (,\1) :S hcrit implies hR (>.2) :s; hcrit so that R&D is 

not viable. 
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2) \Vhcn implemcnt.ation takes place and h ~ hMin, the loc.us of h = 0 is given by 

a concave function that first increases H.11d eventually dccrea.ses to zero. v\'hen instead 

h ~ It.Min, 

Thus the i1. = 0 locus ii:; concave, with a discontinuous derivative at hMin, the value of h a.L 

which innovation begins. The h. = 0 locus for Il&D is obtaimid replacing >i2 with >i1. Figure 

10 corresponds to the case hMin (>id ~ hcrit, i = 1, 2. The phW:ie diagram under alternative 

cIBsumptious is similar. It is clear from these diagrams that no usual steady state exists en<l 

Lhe economy must tend to some chattering steady state. 

3) The constrncLion of the phase diagram is sim.ilar. As soon as R&D appears, it becomes 

viable at the original steady state and remains so in the trajectory to the new steady state. 

The properties of the solution are apparent from the diagram. 

2.0 Two negative real parts. We show t.hal a polynomial p (11.) = µ3 -! a.2µ2 + a 111, + a0 

with a0 < 0, n,1 < 0 ha.q two roots which are either negative or have negative real parts. 

Dcc.atIBe p (0) = a0 < 0 and p (µ) - oo asµ - oo, there is at lcnst one positive root 11, 1 > 0. 

S11pµose the other two roots µ2 a.n<l µ3 nre real. Then p (µ) = (µ - µ 1) (µ - µ2 ) (11, - µ 3), 

au = -µ 1JJ.2Jt:,, < 0, so µ 2µ3 > 0, while n.1 = µ2µ 3 + µ 1µ3 -l· Jt 1ft'1. < 0. Therefore µ2 and 

µ3 , which must be the same sign, <1.re negative. Suppose instead that the other two roots 

are the complex numbers µ 2 ± iJt3 . Then p (µ) = (/t - µ 1 ) (p, - µ2 - i/t3 ) (µ - µ2 + iµ 3 ), so 

a1 = µ~ + µ~ + µ 111.2 < 0, which implic.c;, ft2 < 0. 
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Figure 1. Dynamics and steady state for a single technology of 
innov::ition (Case ho> hMin). 
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Figure 2. Dynamics when R&D emerges. Case //(Ai) > hc.ri1 > h •(.IQ). The 
economy evolves from original steady state Eo to a chancring steady state Ee1m1. 
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Figure 3. Dynamics when R&D emerges. Ca:se h •(}q) > hcnt• The economy 
evolves from original e steady stale Eo to a fully viable R&D steady state ER&D· 

The chattering steady state £chat is un:stable to rompetition by intetmediate goods 
furns with expectations consistent with ER&o, 
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Trajectory to ER o 
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Figure 4. Some possible trajectories for leading edge technological growth 
when R&D becomes viable in a closc<l economy. 
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• h = 0 I I • ........... 
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• • a tmp a R&U a 

figure 5. Window of Opportunity for La~g CountJics with Immobile 
Human Capital after R&D Emerges (Case h (g) > hMin)- If the institutions 
supporting R&D come into place soon enough, the economy will evolve 
from original e steady state Eo to an R&D steady state ER&D· Otherwise it 
will ten:l to the implementation steady state E1mp· 
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It ~ha = hc,ir 

V a ···O Li 
h • (go) ·····································_-: .. · ·\ ··· 

a:=;= o (g = g ·) . . u 

a=O 

• a (go) • 
a R&D a 

.Figure 6. Window of Opportunity for Lagging Countries with Mohile 
Human Capital after R&D Emerges (Case h

0

(g) $ hMin), If the institutions 
supporting R&D come into place soon enough, the economy will l:volve 
from original steady state Eo to an R&D steady state ER&o, Otherwise it will 
tend to the stagnation steady state F, s1ag• 
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a Imp acrit a R&D 

Es1ag 
1
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I ◄ > > I < 
0 a\go) • 

acrit a ll&P a 

Figure 7. Window of Opportunity for Lagging Countries with Mobile 
Human Capital after R&D Emerges in m 1 Leading Countries. If the 
institutions supporting R&D do not come into place, the arrows l~<ling to 
a \t&u (marked lightly) are not present, and the economy will evolve from 
the original steady state E0 to the implementation slea<ly state Etmp (first 
diagram) or to the stagnation steady state Es1ag, (second diagram). This 
depend,; on the viability of implementation at the new st~a<ly state human 
capital and growth levels. Only if the institutions supporting R&D come into 
place soon enough will the economy converge to the R&D steady state 
Ell&u- The moving qu<1J1tities a •1mp, a R&D, ac,i1, all converge to values which 
depend on m 1 • The window of opportunity is shorter for larger m I because 
a• 1111p, a• R&D, decrease while acril increases. 
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Figw-e 8. Modem Day Window of Opportunity. The economy, miginally at 
an implementation steady state E1mp(O), moves to the R&D steady state ER&D 

after parameter changes in s, 1JF or ~ lea<l Lo the disappcanmee of the 
implementation steady state. A subsequent rise in hc,i1, the threshold level 
for R&D, may close the window of opportunity (lighter arrow), causing the 
economy to remain in an implementation ~teady state H1mp• 
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figure 9. Implementation Diillcullics Leading Implementing Countries to 
Stagnation. ll1e economy, originally at an implementation steady state 
E1rnp(0), moves to the stlgnating equilibrium Es,ag after parameter changes in 
s, lfl"Or At lead to the disappearance of the implementation steady state. 
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Figure 10. Ramsey Savers, Closed Economy: Dynamics when R&D 
emerges. Case h*R(ili) > hcrit > h\{;\.z). There is no solution involving 
only one innovation technology. A chatte1ing equilibrium £chat must 
exist. 
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Figure l l. Ramsey Savers, Cbscd Economy: Oynamics when R&D 
emerges. Case J/ R(~) > hcrit• The economy evolves from original 
equilibrillll1 £0 to a fully viable R&D equilibrium £ R&D· 
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